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Abstract

Using potential theoretic methods and exploitirlgtheconnection with eigenvalues
of Toeplitz matrices, we investigate the ..limiting behaviour of zeros of Faber
pol~omials generated by a Laurent series. Our results build upon fundamental work
of J. L. Ullman. For example, we show that if E is a compact set with simply
connected complement and connected interior ~hose boundary is either (i) not a
piecewise analytic curve or (ii) a piecewise analytio curve but with a singularity other
than an outward cusp, then the equilibrium distrtbutionfor E is a limit measure of
the sequence of normalized zero counting measures for the Faber polynomials
associated with E.

1. Introduction
Let g(w) = w+2:~obkw-k be a Laurent serie~ expansion of a functiong. We

assume that

po:=limsuplbkP/k.<:j 00, (1-1)
b...oo

,

so that the series converges in [wi > Po- The Fabe~ polynomials F k(Z) associated with
g are defined by the generating function

g'(w)-~=~~( ) ~ --£+1.
g W -Z "~O 'UT'

For every k; F,,(z) is a monic polynomial of exact degree k.
Let v"be the normalized counting measure of the zeros of F,,(z). That is,

i k
Vk :=-k ~ 8'J,k'

j-l

where ~l. k'.. ., ~k. k are the zeros of Fk(z) and 8{ is! the unit point measure at ~. Our
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iresults concern the limit. behaviour oftheme~ures IJk' To state t* results\\'e need

to define two sets. For everyzeC we write g~t(z) :={wllwl >Po,gfjw) = z}.
Definition t..t. {a) Co:= {Zlg-1(Z) = {ZJ}.
(b) C1 is the set ofal.lpoin ts z such that g~1{z)contains exactly oqe point of largest

absolute value, sav w, and gl.(.w):'fO...
We remark that Co is compact and Otis an open set containing a neighbourhood

of infinity. These sets \vereintroduced by U1)man[8}, see also [to}. He proved

THEOREM 1'2 [8}. All limit points§ of the zeros of {Fk(z)}~ are in C\Ct. Every
boundarypointorCl is a limit point of zeros.

Here we establish the following results.

THEOREM 1.3. If the interior of Co is empty, then the sequence {lJk}~ converges in the
.cweak-star topology toa measure p; whose support is equal tOGa l' the boundary °f.C1,

If; in addition, C =Cou Ci,thenp;isthe equilibrium distribution (with respect to the
logarithmic potential, see [7, Section m-2}) of the compact set Co.

THEOREM 1'4. If the interior of Co is connected, then there is a subsequence of {lJk}~that
converges in the weak-star topology to a measure p; whose support is oC1.

If, in addition, C = (J 0 u C l' then p; is the equilibrium distribution of the compact
set Co-

LetE c C be a compact set, not a single point, such that C\E is simply-connected.
By the Riemann mapping theorem there is an r > 0 and a conformal mappingffrom
C\E onto {Iwl > r} such that in a neighbourhood of infinity we have

00

J(z} ~ z+ }::;akz-k.
k-O

Letg(w) denote the inverse mapping.. The Faber polynomials associated withg as in
(1-2) are tn. this.conte~t also called the Faber polynomials for E -We denote byint(E)
the set of mterlor poInts ofE..

THEOREM 1.5. (a) 1/ int(E) = eJ, then the 8equence{yJfconverges in the weak-8tar
topology to the ~ilibri'/..tmdistribution oj E.

(b) Supposeint(E}is connected and that either (i) iJE i8 not a piecewi8e analytic curve;
or(ii)cE is a piecewi8e analytic curve that has a 8ingularity othertharl;an outward C'/..t8p.
Then there is a subsequence of {vJf that converges in the weak-star topology to the
equilibrium di8tribution of E.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes properties of the
boundary of 01 .In Section 3 we discuss the asymptotic limit

p(z):= limsuplFJz)r/k
k-cx>

and in Section 4 we prove that -logp{z) is, in fact., a logarithmic potential
corresponding to a unique probability measure with support equal to aGI. The proofs
of Theorems 1.3 and 1'4 are given in Section 5 and the proof of Theorem 1.5 appears
in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we consider Faber polynomials associated with
Laurent series having only finitely many terms.

§ ~is a limit point if there exist a strictly increasing sequence {kj} and for everyj a zero ~I ofF.,
such that ~= liml_",~j. I
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2, The boundary oj °1

Following Ullman[8] \ve discuss a classification, of the boundary pdints of 01.0 The
multiplicity of a point. II' with fwf >Po is mit g'(w} =.., = g.<mr-l)(1V} =0 and
g(m)(w) *O.

Definition 2. i.For every p ;;?; 2, Cp is the set of all points ZEC\Co such that the
points of largest absolute ,aluein g-I(Z) have to~al multiplicity p. Pbintsin Cp a~e
calledp-points, If alf..points in g-I(Z) of largest. absolute value have imultiplicity 1,
then z is called a simple p- point.

,
We shall need some results on the structure of it he boundary ofCl, These results

are analogous to those ofUllmaftin connectioni.Vith the asymptotip behaviour of
eigenvalues of Toeplitz matrices. In fact,therei8~ closed connection between Faber
polynomials and certain Toeplitz matrices, Let ~ denote the leading n x n principal
submatrix of the infinite matrix

b0 2b1
b0

3b~
bi

bo

4b3

b2

b1

bq

..?I"::=

Then it is known that the zeros of Fn are exactly the eigenvalues of~, see[l} This
matrix is nearly Toeplitz. The zeros of Fri+l are~xactlythe eigenvalues of~n,the
leadingnx n p.rincipal submatrixof

bo b.l

b0

b2

b1

b0

b3

b2

bi
bo

~:=

The asymptotic behaviour iforn --? 00) of the eigenvalues of Toe pIitz matrices like ~n
has been studied in [6], [3], {9]forthe banded case (i.e. bk =Ofor k ~ m). Ullman [10}
studied a more general case which includes Toeplitz matrices!)f the form (2.2). An
important quantity in determining asymptotic properties of the eigenvalues of ~ n is
the number p defined as the smallest number such that g has a meramorphic extension
to Iwl. > p. lt is possible thatp is smaller than Po. To emphasize the difference we
denote the meromorphic extension by g. Ullman introduced (using different notation)
the sets Co and C1 analogous to Definition 1.1, but with g instead of g. He proved the
following two lemmas for the boundary of Cl.The same arguments ca& be used to
establish them for the boundary of C1.

LEMMA 2.2 [10, lemma 7}. Every ZoECp, P ~2 has a neighbourhood B(zo,e}
:= {zllz-zol < e} such thatoCl n~consistsof a finite number of analytic Jordan
arcs each joining Zo to a point on thecirclejz -zol= e. Any two arcs intersect only at zoo
The remaining points of B(zo, e) are in °1.

COROLLARY 2.3. The bo'lmdary OfCi haS the following representation:

oCl =(f)°o U U Cpo
p~2
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i

LEMMA 2.4 [10, lemma 8]. For every ZoE Cp,~~2and 60> 0 ther\e are ZlECq, q~ 2
Iand 61 > 0 8uch that

B(Zl' el) C B(zh,eo)' (2'3)

B(Zl' e.)n Co * {25, (2'4)
~ -B(zl,el) nCl ~ lJIl UD2, (:"")

,' i

whereDl and D 2 are disjo'int non-empty4omains.' Moreover, there exist analytic functions
h(z),f2(Z) on B(zl,el)sttch that

Ih(z).j > 112(z)[

Ih(z)1 = p(z),

112(Z)r=p(Z),

[zEDl,

FEDy,

~ED2.

(206)

.{2.7)

(2.8)

3. Asymptotics of IFk(z)11/k

For every ZEC we define

p(z):= limsup~(z)11fk
k-ro !

(3"1)

The following result is also due to Ullman [8J

LEMMA 3'1. (a) For every zeCo,

(3'2)p(z) =po
where Po is defined by (1.1)

(b) For every zit Co,

p(z}=max {[wI1 W:~g-l(Z)} (3'3).
(c) For every z eO}

(3.4)p(z) = Jim 1Ji',,(*)[.l/",
c

"-00 '

i.e.. the lim sup in (3.t.j can be replaced by limo

From Lemma 3'1 we obtain two important properties ofp(~).

LEMMA 3'2, p(z)i8 a continuoU8 function on C

Proof This follows easily from (3°2) and (3°3)0

LEMMA 303. (a) Thejunction-logp(z} is superharmonicon C.
(b) -logp(z) is harmonic on G1 U int (Go), but not at points oj aGio

Proof. Write U(z):= -logp(z). (a) Recall that U(z) is superharmonic on C if it
satisfies the following three conditions.

(i) U(z)e(-oo, +00] for every zeC; Uis ~ot identically +00;
(ii) U is lower semi-continuous;
(iii) For zeC and r> 0 we have

U(z* 

r ei~) dlj>.

Property (i) is obvious and property (ii) follows from Lemma 3.2. So we need only

prove property (iii).
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For nENwrite

[Tn(Z}:;:= fuf ( -~)ogIFk(Z}j)k~n

By (3..1) we have [ z) = lim U
( 2

n

n-(X)

-"' c"1E .

Since -(ljk)logWk;(z.)lis superharmonic, we find for zeC, r> 0 and k:;::: n,

~J~"

U(z+rei"')d~~U (z}n 't', n

Next note that {Un}~ is an increasing sequenceo~ functions with pointwise limit[;
Thus for each n., :

[-
277 -7r

Un{z+rei"')d~ 

~U(F)' ZEC.

By the monotone convergence theorem it follows that

U(z+rei~) d<jJ ~ U(~;-
277

i
HenceUsatisfiesproperty (iii) and we have prov~d that it is superharmonic.

(b) anal we define/(z) byj(z) = w ifand only i~Jwt =p(z) and g(w) =z. It is easily
seen that I(z) is analytic anal and non-zero.Si~ce U(z) = -loglj(z)/ forzEC1, it
follows that U(z) is harmoniconCl. Also., since U(*) is constant on Co,lit is harmonic
on int(Co)' :!

Let ZoEOCo' Since U(z)~ U(zo) for every zwith equality only for zeCo, it follows
from the maximum principle for harmonic functions that Uis not harmonic at ZOo

Now suppose that Vis harmonic in a neighbourhood B{zo, 60) of some p-point Zo
with p ~ 2. Let ZI' 61' Dl, D2' 11 andj2 be as in Lemma 2'4, Taking a smaller 61 if
necessary, we may assume that/l(z)::t: 0 for zeB(zl,61)' TheQh(z):=U(z)+log1Jl{z)t
is harmonic on B{ZI' 61)' From (2'7) it follows that h(z) = Of or zeD l' and from {2.6)
and (2'8) it follows that h(z) > 0 for zeD2. This is clearly impossible for a harmonic
f .
unction.

This completes the proof in view of Corollary 2'3.

4. The measure p,

For a measure 1/ on C we denote its logarithmic potential by

J 1
U"(z):= log-dv(t)

Iz-tl
zeC

THEOREM 4' There is a unique measure .u on C such that

-logp(z) = UI'(z), zeC. (4"lj

Since this holds for every I.: ;:!: n we have
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,u is a probability 'measure lvith support eq1tal to 001,

'his 

measure is uniquely determined by g; we call it the measure associ~l.ted \vith

g.

Proof. By the Riesz Decomposition Theorem for superharmonic functions [7..
theorem 11-21], [4, §1-5] and by Lemma 3-3 there is a unique measure It on C with the
property that for every open bounded set D, there is a harmonic function Un such
that

zeD.-logp(z} = UD{Z) + 1
log H dp,(t) (4°2 jIn

Let D = Br = {izi <r} and take r such that oc11c: Br- Since -logp(lZ) is harmonic off
of oC1, it follows from (4-2) that suPP.u n Br c: ~C1, see [7, theorem II -25]- Since r can
be taken arbitrarily large, it follows that sUPP.u c: 0°1- Then we obtain from (4-2)
that there is a function u \vhich is harmonic on C such that

-logp(z) = u(z)+U1z)

Let M be the total mass of,u. Then we have

zeC :4°3)

lim (U"(z)+J.1flogjzl) = O.
Izl--oo

Also from the definition of p(z),

litn (-logp(z)+loglzl) = O.
)zl-oo

Thus from (4-3)

li~ (u(z) -(M-
Izl-oo

log Izl)=O.

If M > 1, then it would follow that lim!ZI-oo u(z} = + cx), which is impossible by the
minimum principle for harmonic functions. Similarly M < 1 is impossible. Thus
M = 1, which means that p, is a probability measure. Then it also {ollo\vs from (4.4)
that u vanishes identically. So (4.1) holds. !

By Lemma 3.3, Ui'(z) is not harmonic on aol.: This implies aol c:suppp,. We have
already proved that suppp, c: Gal; hence supp~ = Gal.

5. Proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1-4

Let Vk denote the normalized counting measure of the zeros of Fk(z) Then

UVk(Z) = -~ log Ifk(Z)1
k

From (3-1) and Theorem 4-1 it follows that

zeC :5-1)liminfU"k(z) = -logp(z) ::;:: U"(z:
k-oo

From Lemma 3.1 (c), we find

(5.2,lim U"t(z) = -log p(z) = fJP(z),
k_m

zeC1



LEMMA 5-

Asymptotic distribution oj Faber polynomials
Let v be any ./l'eak-star limitoj the sevuence {vk}~' Then

U"(z) :;:U"(z), ZE~.
!

:, UV(z}~U!'(z), zec1;.
i j

Proof. From (5-2) and the Lower Envelope Theorfm [4, theorem3'S]itfol)ows that

Furthernwre

uP{z} = Ui'{z}

quasi-everywhere on O1'
logarithmic capacity zero'.
HenceU"is continuous on (:

£" fwhere quasi-everywhere means 'except lor a set 0
By Theorentl-2 the s~pport of v is contained inC\ C1."1. 

Since UP is also conti~uous (Lemma 3-2), it follows that

UV(z} = UP(z:
ZEql

Let ZoECp withp~2 and letB(zo,6) be as iftLe :! :ma 2-2. We see from Lemma 2-2

thatzo isare~ul~r point fore~chc~mponent ofC1()B(zo,f:)- Then it follows from (5-3)
and the contInUIty of potentIals In the finetopot.1 [4., § V.3] that U!'(zo) =U"(zo).
Thus !

U"(z) ~ UP(z: z~qo.
Since U"is continuous and U" is..lower serni-conti*ous, it follows that

i

U"(z}~ UP{z), Z EiJ~.i 0
i

It remains to show that[T"{z}~ U"{Z} for ZECo..ror every ~ >0, th~set

F,,:=={zfUP(z) =="'"' logpJ -e}

is a closed subset ofC\Cosuch that every zECobe~ongs to a bounded component of
C\F:. Since U"(z) ==-logpo-e onJi:,it follows by the minimum principle that
U"(z) ~ -logpo-e on Co;'Since e> 0 is arbitrary we find

CV(z). ~ -logpo =UP.(z ZEC

This proves the lemma

Proof 01 Theorem 1.3. Let II be any weak-starlimi~ of {1Ik;}f. ffCo has etnptyinterior
we have by the previous lemma that U"(z) = U~(z) for every Z E C. The unicity
theorem for 1ogarith.micpotentials (see [4, theore~ 1.12]) then implies II ~p.

The support ofp IS equal tooC1 by Theorem 4.t..
.IfC= ~~U?l' th~n t.hes~pport'Ofpis equal to boo. SinceU"'is constant onCo,p
IstheequIhbrlum dIstrIbution of Co, cf. [7, theorefuIII'15]. ..

LEMMA 5.2. A9uppo.~ thei rliterior of Co is non-empty. Let G be a connected component
of the interior of Co. Then there exists a subsequence of {1I,,}f that converges to a measure
v such that

U"(z) = U!'(.z) zeq
Proof. Pick zoEG.. By (1'1) there is a strictly increasing sequence {nk}f such that

liro IFnk(ZO}jl/nk = p(Zo} = Po'
"""00

Then it follows that
lim U""t(Zo) =
k~oo

log PO'
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Let II be a weak-star limit of {lInj;}k. By the Principle of Descent [4, theorem 1-3]
U"{zo) ~ -logpo. We know from Lemma 5'1 th~t UV(z) = -logpo for zeaG. Then the
minimum principle shows that UV(z) = -logpq for every zeG. I

ProofofTheorem 1-4. lfthe interior of Co is cpnnected, then Lemma 5-2 shows that
there is a weak-star limit II of a subsequence 6f{II,,}f such that

UV(z) = UP{z), zeint(Co).

Combined with Lemma 5'1 this gives that U"(z) = UP(z) for every Z e C. Then the
unicity of theorem for logarithmic potentials gives II = p.

The support of p is equal to ac 1 by Theorem 4.1-
IfC = Co U C1, then the support of p is equal to aco- Since UP is constant on Co,p

is the equilibrium distribution of Co'

-.,

I

6. Proof of Theorem 1'5

The function g(w) maps Iwl > r one-to-one onto C\E. Therefore C\E cG1.Letpo
be defined by (1'1). We have Po ~ r.

Proof of Theorem 1'5. (a) Suppose int(E) =}25. Then int(Oo) =}25 and it follows
from Theorem 1.3 that the sequence {Vk}f converges in the weak.star topology to ft.
By Lemma 5'1 this measure p, satisfies (4'1).

If Po = r, then 00 = E. If Po < r then every poin t of E corresponds to at least :2
points on Iwl = r (because int (E) = 0) and thenE = Up~20p' In either case weha,'e
E = 001:

From Theorem 4'1 it follows that supp p, = E and that UP is constant on E.
Therefore p, is the equilibrium distribution for E.

(b) Supposeint (E) is connected. We will show that either of the conditions (i) and
(ii) implies that Po = r. Then it will follow that 00 = E and 01 = C\E. An application
of Theorem 1'4 then completes the proof.

Assume that Po < r. We show that both (i) and (ii) cannot hold. g(w) is analytic on
the circle Iwl = r and it maps [wi = r onto 8E. There are at most a finite number of
points on [wi = r for which g'(w) =0.

If there are no such points then 8E is an analytic curve and (i) and (ii) do not hold.
If there are k distinct points on Iwl = r with g'(w) = 0, we order them as w1' w2' ..., Wk
in such a way that 0 ~ arg(w1) < arg(w2) < ...< arg(wk) < 211. Let Zj:=g(Wj),
j = 1, ..., k. If m ~ 2 is the multiplicity of the zero of g( w) -Zj at Wj then the image
under g of the circle Iwl = r makes an angle m11 at Zj' Since g is univalent in Iwl > r
it follows that m = 2 and 8E has an outward cusp at Zj'

The image of the arclwl = r, arg (Wj) < arg(w) < arg(Wj+1) is an analytic arc that
joins Zj and Zj+1. Thus 8E consists of a finite number of analytic arcs. Two arcs meet
each other at common endpoints to form an outward cusp. It follows that (i) and (ii)

do not hold.

Remarks 6-1- (a) Let g map Iwl.> r one.to-one onto the complement of E. It is
easily seen that the balayage of every limit measure of {I'k}f to the boundary of E is
equal to the equilibrium distribution of E. Also the balayage of the measure #
(associated withg, see Theorem 4-1) to the boundary of E is equal to the equilibrium

distribution of E.
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(bl He and Saff[2] considered a region E (IIIn m-cusped hypoc~cloid) whose

boundary has m outward cusps and for which n6 boundary pointsfxcept for the
cusps is a limit point of the zeros of the Faber pdlynomials.

(c) Xf Eisa regular m-gonthen Theoreml'5(b~ says that a subsequence bf{Vk}f
cconverges to theequilibriumdistributionofE. Usibgdifferent methods one can show

that in this case theruU sequence converges... We d~not know if this is true for every
E that satisfies the conditions o(Theorem 1.5 (b).!

(d) Let

g(w) = w~ ( l )W-2k = (W2+ 1)4,
..k-o k

where the branch of the square root is chosen such that wig positive for w positive.
The seriesconvergesfor.lwl. > 1 andg maps [wi > 1 one-to-one onto the complement
of E = {ZEC llz2 -1.1 ~ 1} (a lemniscate). Ullman{8} proved that th~ Faber poly-
nomial of degree 2k is (z2-1}C, so that V2k = (°1 +()'-1)/2, while the seq~ence {V2k-l}~
converges to the equilibriu~ distri.bution.ofE.. Th*s the full sequence~vk}'f does not
converge. Note that for thIS casemt(E) .1snot coAnected..

7. Laurent series with finitely many terms

Let m ~ 1 and let
m

g(w)=w+ Z bkw-k. (7..1)
k-O

We assume bm ~ O.lt is clear that Po=O. For 1veryzeCthe equation g(1IJ) = z
has m+1 solutions wo(z!,..., wm(z}. We order them in such a way that

Iwo(z)I~lwl(Z)I.~ ~.jwm(z)l. I
We note that the Faber polynomials Fk have a simple expression in terms of the

solutionswj(z),j=O.'. .., m. This representation w~s giveRin [2]. for the special case
b b b 00= 1='..= m-l='

PR()POSITION 7 -1. For every k ~ 1,

m

Fk(z) = }::; Wj(Z)k

j-O
Proof. It is easy to see that

m !
g(w)-z = w-m n (w-~j(z).).

j-O !

Taking logarithmic derivatives with respect to w, we obtain

-~ 1m m m oom+ ~ + ~ ~ ( ) /c -/c-l=-- ~ =-- ~ ~WjZW
g(W)-Z W j-O W-Wj(Z) W /c-0 j-O

The proposition now follows because of (1-2).

We will now consider the normalized counting distributions V/c of the zeros of. the
Faber polynomials- It is clear from the above that Co =)25. Therefore Theorem 1.3

immediately gives:

PROPOSITION 7-2. The sequence {V/c}'[' converges in the weak-star topology to a measure
.u with support GC 1.
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The structure of act was determined b~- Schmidt and Spitzer[6], see also [3]. These
results were proved for eigenvalues of banded Toeplitz matrices, but apply also to the
zeros of Faber polynomials associated with a function g having a Laurent expansion
with finitely many terms. cf. the discussion in Section 2.

-""'

THEOREM 7.3. ac1 is afinite union oj closed analytic Jordan arcs, 'l-vhere either distinct
arcs are disjoint or, iJ not. the'ir intersection consists oj common endpoints.

Ullman[9] proved that ac1 is connected. We do not know if !ac1 isnecessaril~-
simply connected.

Hirschman[3] gave a formula for the limit distribution of the eigenvalues of
banded Toeplitz matrices. The same formula holds for the limit measure fl of
Proposition 7.2. Hirschman showed that fl is absolutely continuous with respect to
arc length on every analytic arc and he obtained an expression for the density. Here
we will give a different proof of this result, using a general theorem on the
reconstruction of a measure from its potential.

Let ybe one of the analytic Jordan arcs ofaCl. Let z(s) be a parametrization of
y by means of arc length measured from an arbitrary point on y. From Lemma 2..,1:
it follows that there exists an open set B such that B nac1 is the interior of y and
Bn C1 = D1 U D2, where Dl and D2 are non-empty disjoint domains. For every zE ('1
the mapping ZI-+Wo(z) is well-defined and analytic. We denote it by J1 on D1 and b~'
J2 on D2. These functions have an analytic continuation across the interior of ysueh
th(1.t IJl(Z)1 = IJ2(Z)1 > 0 on the interior of y. The result of Hirschman is:

THEOREM 7.4 [3]. It is ab.solutely continuous with respect to arc length on every analytic
arc y oj ac 1 and we have

I I df2(Z) 12"; diKW Z-Z(B) 7'2dp, = ds

Moreover, f1, has no atoms

Proof. The potential of It is (see Theorem 4-1)

zeD!

zeD2

-log If l(z,)1
I

-loglf2(z)1
U1'(z) = .{

Since!l and!2 have analytic continuations across the interior ofy, it follows that ['p
is Lip 1. in B. Let nl(s) and n2(s) denote the normals to y at z(s)ey pointing into Dl
and D2, respectively. Then from [5, chapter II, theorem 1."5] it follows that ,It is
absolutely continuous with respect to ds and

1 (au" au"dp =-- -(z(s») +~
21T anI an2

From (7°3)
au" 2(z(s)) = Re "- ( )~~ ] -- nJ S, J-

h(z(s))

Since n2(s) = -n1(s) it follows from this and (704) that

Re [n (8) (l~-~~ )] dS
1 fl(Z(S)) f2(Z(S))

..
dfl,=;-21T
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Next for z=z(s) we have Ih(z)j = IJ2(Z)I, or Rr[logfl(z)-logf2(z)1= O.Differen-
tiating this with respect to s we find :

I

~

Then itfo.llowssince nJs) = Iiz'(S) that

n .(8)('ii~_I~.(z $)))1 Vl(Z(S)) 12(z(.-.))

is real and therefore it is equal to

+[ ~z(.S)) i;(z(s))
-Jl(.Z(.S))

--h~

In view of (7-5) we need the plus sign and so
!

d =~ [ fl~_f;(Z 8).}[d8;,u 21T h(z(s)} lz(z8)}!

Sincelh(z)/ =1fz(z}r forz =z(s), (7-2) follows frorri (7-6)-
Since UI'(z} is finite for every ZEC, it follows that,u has no atoms-

(7.6:
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